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THE GREAT FOOD TRUCK RACE 
Season Five (2014) - Team Bios 

 
Beach Cruiser (Venice, Calif.) - Gretta Kruesi is a top kite surfer who hits the waves before sunrise, and last year 
she developed a food truck business plan to serve healthy California cuisine to the early rising surf crowd 
and launched a successful crowd-funding campaign.  Unfortunately she wound up with a lemon of a truck and her 
business didn't take off, but Gretta still believes in her vision to serve the SoCal beach community. With the help of 
her beach buddies Shane Steinman, a professional chef, and sous chef Nicole Hoffman, she’s in this race to make 
her dream a reality. 

Chatty Chicken (Chattanooga, Tenn.) – Greg Carder Sr. cut his teeth working in his family’s restaurant, went on to 
teach culinary classes for seventeen years, and eventually used his life savings to buy his own roadside food stand.  
The business didn’t succeed as he’d hoped, so Greg has teamed up with his cool, calm and collected son Greg 
Carder Jr. and outgoing daughter Megan Jones to turn their fortunes around.  This Tennessee trio’s food truck 
concept highlights Greg Sr.’s fantastic fried chicken, which has the perfect amount of spice and crunch that people go 
crazy for. They also serve grilled chicken sandwiches, amazing sauces, sides, sweet tea and a big heaping serving 
of Southern hospitality. 

Gourmet Graduates (Providence, R.I.) – Keese Chess, Roberto Franco and Julius Searight are fresh out of 
culinary school and ready to introduce their gourmet dorm food concept to the world. Their roads haven’t been easy - 
Keese and Roberto are the first in their families to graduate from college, while Julius was born with cerebal palsy 
and grew up in foster care.  But they have triumphed over their circumstances, and their confidence and energy 
make this team a force to be reckoned with.  The trio’s unique business concept of taking dull dining hall dishes and 
giving them a gourmet spin may lead them to the win.  

Let There Be Bacon (Cleveland) — Cleveland chefs Matt Heyman, Dylan Doss and Jon Ashton have always 
wanted to open their own restaurant, but Matt was diagnosed with cancer two years ago and the treatment left him 
unable to handle the rigors of daily restaurant life full-time.   Now cancer-free, Matt is back in the kitchen with Dylan 
and Jon on the road to achieve their culinary dreams.  Their menu is devoted to one of the major food groups in 
Northeast Ohio: bacon.  These guys are funny, fearless and ready to bring their bacon skills to streets across the 
country. 

Lone Star Chuck Wagon (Houston) - Lance Kramer hopes to make the country fall in love with the good ‘ole "stick-
to-your-ribs" Texas cookin' he grew up on in the Lone Star State. He’s been competing in BBQ competitions for 
years, has won against trained chefs and even developed his own award-winning BBQ Sauce and Rubs. Lance, his 
wife Rachel Young and their best friend Andrea Chesley have worked in restaurants for years, but are ready to strike 
out on their own and bring big Texas style eats to customers everywhere. 

Madres Mexican Meals (Norwalk, Calif.) - Javier Crespo Jr. has loved cooking since childhood and spent hours in 
the kitchen learning authentic Mexican recipes from his mother and grandmother. Against the wishes of his traditional 
father, who believes men have no place in the kitchen, he went on to attend culinary school. Javier’s chef career 
thrived and he worked in some of Hollywood’s hottest restaurants, but his relationship with his father suffered.  Javier 
is ready to prove his father wrong, and he’s taking his mother Luisa Galaviz Crespo and wife Senorina Crespo on the 
road to create delicious authentic Mexican cuisine with a modern twist. 

Middle Feast (Los Angeles) – Tommy Marudi emigrated from Israel to pursue his culinary dreams in the United 
States.  He quickly rose up the chef ranks in Los Angeles, and jumped when he got the opportunity to open his own 
eatery. Unfortunately due to some bad business deals, the restaurant closed in only a few months – leaving Tommy 
crushed.  Now he is more motivated than ever, and with the help of his strong-minded sister Hilla Marudi and close 
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friend Arkadi Kluger, determined to bring delicious Middle Eastern classics like hummus, falafel, shakshuka and 
shawarma to cities from coast to coast. 

Military Moms (Fort Drum, N.Y.) - Each married to a career military man, Carol Rosenberg, Michele Bajakian and 
Wendy Newman have devoted their lives to their families and the country. They have seen tough times while their 
husbands were deployed, but now that their spouses are home and the kids are grown, they are ready to strike out 
on their own with unexpected, modern takes on classic comfort food dishes. With Carol’s professional culinary 
training, Michele’s innovative ideas and Wendy’s competitive spirit, these military moms are ready to take the race all 
the way. 
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